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IntroduCtion

BUtan societY is in grave trouble.
.

There are a number of.inditations

.

:.thatmm are fast approaching earthly rimitl.

1

At the-same time, signs are

eVerywhere that we ax7e about to underip a major paradigm shiftwa trans
'formation of monumental-proportions, which will Oropell.us further than we
can immagine and place us on a scale of responsibility' unknown in human
existence1

2.

Because peril to human existence is so great,'it is .important that we

assist a trahsformation,iEwe can.

Education iS a powerful change agent.

It .is therefore important to understand howeducation may be employed' to
.achieve a transformation.
.

Questions to Be Answered
-

If educatioh can be used to bring about a positive,paradigm shift,
A

the folloWing questions need to-be answered:

11/

N

1.

,

Whatpkinds of educational strategy are required to
bring.about a positive new human,paradigm?
and

What value are currently pursued educational stiategies
for:

0
Achieving a po§itive,paradigm

(a)

and
(b)

.

Preparing young people,for living and
working in a new paradigm s9ciety 10, 201
50., or 100 years hence?

try a'NeW paradigm is :Needed

-We:Share a planet where the circWiS' closing fast.

The primary

.

limits'inciude,thOse Of!populationi: baSic materials, and enviilonmental
tolerance.

The future of these:Iimits Is as yet unknown, bui numerous

studies and opeculations have been. offered in each area.

POpulation.

Since the classc implication that.population'growth
.

was geometric made.by Thomas Malthus in the 18th century, the first recog4

'

nition that human population posed seriOus problem§ was made by Paul Ehrlich
3

.

in 1968.

"ince, that time, it remains uncertain what direction:population

will take

'From about one

4

people 'in the primitivestate

population on the earth has-grown. to about 4.6 billion People.

humail

The long

term outlook include§ theffollowimg options:

Zero populatick Erowth (ZPG) cale. If the birthraee could be
maintained at zero as advocated by Ehrlich, world population
continue to grow for 70 years until an equiliburim of 6-7
billion was reached about 2050.4
2.

Most likely or "surprise free" case. The Hudson Institute, has
determined that economic and educational pressures will-grad
ually reduce wor.ld bifthrate until the human pOpulation would
5
stablize at 15 billion about 2150.
'

,

.

3.

Worst case. If there is nothing to check the trend okyopulation.:
7
growth, the human population will reach 57 billion-I-5i 2074
and shortly overheat the earth's atmosphere.6

4.

ExoEarth case. Once human settlements are established in space,
it can be expeCted that the populations of these' frontier
settlements will grow exponentia1N-.7

Resources.

The primary resource needs of the popOlation include water,

energy, materials, and food, the understanding thattheise were,finite and
thus

first became fully understood after the report of the Club of

1

.

Rome.from the dYnamic World resource,podels deVeloped by Jay Forrester and
/

others at MIT.

8

AD

Water is abundant..

Clean. water is not. 'Although enough water to
111.

quench'Nthe thirst of 4.6 bi,llion souls is relatively'easy to obtain, water

,eforfarms..and industrial:processes. is not.
."/.

Many of the world's:fertile areas

are undergoing desertification', underground aquifers are becoming poisoned

with chemicals, and the industrial world's rain-has become acid.

mate:disatertwould be if the living Aean were to die.

The ulti

9

1

Energy has bfcome a big issud becatise the human population has become

io dependent on.it in 0 readily available form.

The energy future holds four

kinds of energy source, each one with its limits:, The fossil fuels, thes
renewables, nuclear fission, and the unlimiteds.
1.

The fossil fuels are finite arid rapidly'being,depleted. Although
estimates vary, crude oil will last perhaps 1.00'years, gas
perhaps 70 or 100, and coal 200 years. Conservation will only
prolong the agony. Tar,pands, oil shale, and other exotic
fossils require technological breakthrough
to become_produc
tive.
Before the fossils are used up, however, Invironmental
degradation max force their demise.
.

2.

The renewable sources are also limited. In the face of.the rising
energy expectations and population, their renewability will be
ever declining. Water power sources can perhaps be doubled at
great costoOpecoming an insignificant source by 2050. Wind
has 15 times the potential of water, but capital and maintenance
costs will be immense. Wood, the primary energy source bf the
developing natfons, Will decline to a trickle against ther
'needs and uses. Biomass
has potential similar to w1idi but with
limitations similar to wood.

3.

The miclear fission sources are'limited and dangerous; Not orily
uranium suitable for processing in-limited supply, perhap.S
100 years at current use rstes,.but the use of uranitiMpens
a Paridora's Box of potential hazards. Light water resOtors
currently in use have many radioactive areas, and corifain radio
active fluids, and gases. The potential for leaks 4i4d other
failures is great. Meltdown of the core is possiblid, though
remote. Wastes generated by the plants have .no e.,#ective disposal.
The danger lies not just'in potential castasErc500, but also in
the longterm effects of periodic doses of rad4tion released by
.

accidents.;

7'

/

t

The.breeder reactor. which can produce fisioncble pluton
ium from uranium 238 promises to extend the.useable uraniUm
reserves perhaps 200 years, but the produgtdon of Highly toxic
plutpnium produces other-problems of a more serious nature such
as the potential use"of plutonium by terropists.
4.

The.unliniited sources which rely on nearly inexhaustible energy
sources which are basically "free" are proving to be too
pensive. Using 4 siMple equation where energy out must eqdate
or exceed energy in, a technique called net energy analysis has
found that most of the .unlimi,teds including geothermal, S'Olar
photovoltaic, power tower, oceai thernial gradient,.solar power
satellites, .and nuclear fusion approaches Will not produce
enough energy over their facility operating lives to cover
costs of planning, conStruction, and operation.") Net energy
analysis has come under some criticism,' but it is a fact that
these sources will be extremely expensive to.tap.

Materials

have become increasingly more difficult to'ob'pain4

mining and other extractie actiVities haw focused on 'ric

Most

natural

ources.

these sources are rapidly being-depleted and.efforts tot obtain and refin

lower.grade materials are'bqth expensive and destructive of the ecology.
some cases, like coinage, inferior substitutes have had'to be. made.

In

As a re

suit, gold and silver coins are no longer in daily use, having been replaced
by'copper composites and aluminum alloys.

On the other hand, the

replace+

of copper wires by glass fiber cables can be considered a superior substituts
albeit still costly to produce.

With light wave transmission on glass 'cables

a number of advantages over the old copper wires can be obtained.
Food can be said to be a product of the application of energy to
material resources.

-

Although'it may coptinue.to be possible to feed the grow-

ing masses, the cost and ecological damage will continue to grow.
natuval land produces the most-protein.

Wild,

Farming,reduces diversely productive

lands to dependent monocultui-es susceptible to diseases and soil depletion.

"Miracle" hybrids have-not kept pace with population growth.

T

"farm" the

sea appears less and gess a solution.

The chemica4 processing of lood has made

it ever more expensive and dangerous'.

Extensive farming of marginal lands is

creating deserts; poisoning the soil, and creating irreversible damage.

5
61I

.;

*hie: brings us to the ecoloky.

The technblogicai huian societyhas

-e

substantially alcered the'eccilogy'of our. planet. 'Some of the effects are
,
.

highly,visible like urban bLight, nuclear destruction
mining.

Others can only be seen in a microscope

an aerial view, or chrono 7

.

,i,..

.

,

.

,

.

oil spills, or strip

.

.

.

_

logical reco;d.

.

.

.

.

./t is the seCondarY, 'tertiary or beyond effects which are.
.

.

potentially ihe most dangerouS.

They lie.in hiding for years, then rise up,

to present us with monumental problems.
ecological\haiards is,s1town,

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A -partial'list of the man-made

These are only the ones that are known.

Laboratory created disease
0.zone layer destruction by flnorocarbons
Carcinogens in consumer products and food
Increased atmospheric CO2
Gene pool deteiioration'
Mercufy in food chains
DDT, PCBs, Kepone, and other toxic substances
in food.chains
Trop al deforestation

In the face of alL this peril and insolvabilkty, hope springs eternal
that some magic transformation will take place and.save,us from our trouble.
There are a number of indications that

a transformation is possible, and that.,

°it is taking place.

Alternatives
.\/

Assuming that the present course cannot continue, a number of optional
paradigms present themselmed:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Socialist succdss
Central projedt
Cosmic culture
Postindustrial society

gr.
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Socialist Success

As Marx foresaw in his*Communist Manifesto in 1848 the nature of the
capitalist Society would.bring its own downfall.

He defiped a flassless
,I

4

society where all men would share the fruits.of labor.
\

$,.,

His ideas we.Nre slov

.7

to take root'and difficult to implemept but the fact is filet his ideas of
\

politicalaconmy now dominate over half the world and socialist reforms
.have even changed the natUre of the most cap talist economies.

Communist

,

regimes have solved problrems of population growth and ecological destruction
.,.

without substantially improving the lot of the proleteriat in countries as
vast,as Red China:

,

In 1974, when 'economist Robert Heilbroner.viewed the human'prospeci,

hd concluded that only under strict social control could human society eicape
ultimate diseaster.

In 1976, he laid the blame squarely on business society

and forecast its demise'.

transformed.

11

Under worldwide socialism, society would be
4

Central Project

Humankind has risen to the task when called upon to accomplish the
The great pyraitids were builtNIn 100 years.

impossible.

rose from inflation and depression in 15 years.

The Third Reich

The United States landed

men on the moon within 10 years of setting the goal.
In i964, Marshall McLuhan first described the power of emerging elect-ronic communications to create worldwide.dialogue,

"global village"12

.Gerald.Feinberg proposed a project called "Prometheus", to begin to sei worldwide goals, especially'on those problems of monumental and far-reaching

impotance.

13

\-,

-
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\.

In reaponse to a human abildition brought on as a response to rapid'.

life changes described as "future shbok",.- Alvin Toffler suggested that every,-

one get invotved in the planning proOess by parti

ating democratically.

The

advent of.sychronOus satellites and devices like,he corkseilsusor and computer
conferencing bring closer tht day when all men will p

icipate in worldwide .

goal-setting.

Upon achi ving consensus as to which Troblems need to be

ressed

human race,uiill solve theio one by one, and thus,

it seems peskible

effect la major tfansformation of the-wOrld society!.

Cosmic Culture
Beginning with the discovery of the 'evolution of species in the 19th

century, scientists of the 20th century have slowly unraveled the mystery of
ehe origins of existence as far back
eleven billion Tears ago.

s the'origin of the univerSe,' perhaps

14

In a yeti, poetic way, Peirre Teilhard de Chardin'described an evolu-

tionary spiral in the 1950s which predicted a higher order of man (Alpha to
Omega) rising frollIthe oripin of the universe like layers on an onion .each

layer more intelligent and complex than the next yet containing all the matter
and energy of.the.beginning on a course set by a cosmic force.

15

Axthur Clarke and Barbara Hubbard have agreed with this thesis.

16

The logical step for humankind is to leave the planet and seek its destiny
on a higher plane..

It is unlikely that Darwinian natural selection can

effect a transformation to'Omega or cosmic man, pefhaps another way can.
Postindustrial Society
There are definite stages which can be discerned when one examines
the progress of humankind.
civilization.

Certain periods stand out as turning points in.

About 10,060 years age, the first written fanguages i-ecorded

the beiinnings of settlement, farming, science, government; commerce, and
.other activities associated with b'eing human that separated man from the

Another pekiod of rapid ind profound change

ecology for the first time.

C

accApanied introduction, of the steam engine, the factory, and the use of
tossil_fugls in the industrial revoltuion circa. 1700 to 1900 AD.

The intco-

,,,

ductidn of the electronic digital computer and,the concepts of automation and
;ybernation in 1946:19shered in a new era of profound dimensions as yet not
fully understood.
.01pserving these changes, Daniel Bell and others have envisioned a

"post=industrial".sOciety of the futve which might.represent a transformL
17

Willis Haman has explored some of the dimensions a new "paradigm"
/
society might take dn which includ6 some of thg alternatives (socialist
ation.
f

1

sucdess) previo4sly discussed.

18

Because the post-industrial society promises to be so complex, it has
become the task of major research institutions to attempt to model it.

The

most systematic approach has been taken by the Hudson InstItute under the
direction of Herman kahn.

He and his colleagues have developed numerous

scenarios of' a society which will undergo a transformation, particularly in an
economic, sense.

19

a

Am Approach

The unique characteristic of man is his technology.
creates and uses technology.

Perhaps technology is required to achieve omega

man, the successor to Homo Sapiens.
technology.into stages

Only Homo Sapiens

It is possible to divide the progress of,

each stage more complex than the next, each stage re-

'defining the nature of what it is to be-human.

.

9

TechnologiCal Transformation
The following progression outlines'the known and potentia/1 stages
technology can 'assuilte:

Description

Stage

Intelligent beings may have
existed since 4 million BP.
No evidence of toor use.

Pretechnology
(to 1.5 million BP),
S.

,

Primative Technology
(to 10,000 BC)

Evolution creates large-brained'
tool-using creature., Homo-Sapiens.
.Some,men achieve.grreatness,-but
no 'evidence remiins.'

Id

III. Instrumental Technology

Same men buila Civilizations and
'begin systematic institutioArbuilding and-technological develoloment.
Course of evolution is altered.

(to 1700 AD)

IV.

Many -men,rapidly alter environment
and profoundly affect evolution.
knowledge-based technology grows
exponentially. ,Man becomes truly
dominant species worldwide.

Industrial. and High

Technology
(to 197? AD)

V. yost or Supet-Technoeogy:
,(unknown)

.

Direct connectiOn with other
galactid intelligences. No known
paradigm applies.

Each stage brings humankind to a hig,her level of existence.

However,*man

himself does not change.

At no point except' perhaps extraterrestrial contact'

does Alpha become Omega.

That requires an'intellectual transformation.

Intellectual Transformation,
Just as the passage of technology can be traced from state to stage,

.

scientific investigation is uncovering the progress of man as an intelligent
being.

Darwini.sin evolution appears to have brought a transformation which
1

resulted in a creature we call man.

The progression took millions of yeark,

and roughly follows this pattern:

.

Description

Stage
I.

Manlike ape
(4'to.1.5 million gP)

Natural evolution creates an
upright, smallAlrained social
..creature who hiNats and gathers.
Environment riot used systematically.

II. *Apelike man
(1.5 to 1000,000 BP)

III.

Man (Alpha)
(100;000 BP to?)

IV. *Super m
(Ome
(? to con act

*

Natural evolution creates A' lane.,
byained creature which uses,en
vironment in an effective way,
using tools and social organization to_advantage.

11.

Natural evolution creates man ,!):
the thinker .(Homo-Sapiens) who
conquers all other challenging
creatures.
Tool useis effective
and alters natural evolution.
Cosmic man will/have solved
earth/4 probleuis, be free of
earth.biosphere, and seek.other_
intelligent life.

)

,

Transfgrmation Points

The era of man, especially the last 10,000 years, has been 4 violation
of the natural evolution of Darwin.

Humankind is now the;dominant species,

sustained by the extgnsive u4e Pf technology. ,The ecologital niche is
occupied and closing fast.

Since technology got us into this situation it is

understandable that technology can get, us out.

Man must become super man.

Technologrcal Intervention

A number of technologies tve the potential to transform man to super
man.

These technologies are rapidly bei1 ng developed and may effect a trans-

formation in this century.

Tablp I provides a brief survey of the.technologies,

breakthroughs, expected time to breakthrough, and impact.
N.

Work on all of these technologies is underway.

With breakthrough, a

transformation may be.rapid and severe; cre.ating a new' paradigm very quidkly.

Since we view education as. a means for preparing people for living in society,

should not education address the possibility of a new paradigm, perhaps assist
preparation for it?

-12
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TABLE'

I
1111

biterventiori. Technolog4.e5

ihreaktkough

Expected

TechnolOgy

ik

Linkage tti

,Impactt:

-

-Other TeChnologies

Time Brdakthrough
(Probability)

,

.

ImproVed

Chemical Interyenei.On
(prugs)

1. Chemicaj DNA

1. Gitatidilt-.
.

'behavior!

.

.

-

----2:Not in-heriiid.

awareness,
em6tional behavlor, 'stamina
.'
strength,
health.

3.

II.

Prol uged-Life,

1.

Increased
Maximum Lifespan Poten...

10-25 years *
'(80Z)
*

with sidit

effActs.

2. Znhanced

1.

problems

Increait
dividual
diA4Orences.

.8
ft

2. ChemicAJ intervention
in .genetic transfer
at conception'.

(71

-i%)610

3. Reduction'of the
"aging!' mechanisM

by chemicals-

1. DNA recombInatton'
productivity
leading to increased
per indiViduel.:. MLPI
Gradual,- more

1.

10-50
(40%)

2.

0-5Q
(100%)

tial (MLP).
,

,
stO

21.

, Retardation
Of aging
'systoms.

2. Hierarchical
management by
seniority
questioned..

3. Birth control
.redefined.

1 Genetic plannpng to
increase MLP.

Estimates by the author which
require verification, by the'experts in each field.
4
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TA4LE

(continued)

InterVenpion Trchnologies

Breakthrough
Technolqgy

I

:pints

,Expected
.Impacts

Linkage to
Otber,Techtologie
.

III. Genetic Planning

1: Genius 4r
.1. Gradual,
long, proseverallenere.ductive life.
tions with full
cooperation.
.

,

1. May be speeded by

,
0

.

DNA recombillapion.

-

2. Planning to increase
2. Elimina6.on .2. Possible reducof_ gpecific
tion of ge; pool
'LP will be firstiwork.
..genetic
disrange and vftally.
,
eases, i.e.,
.

DOwii's syn-

drome.

3. Potentially
great impact.

3. Cloning will riquire
strict planning
control.

IV. Man/Machine
ymbiosis
(Bionics)

-a

1. Neuron-.

operated
control mechanism.

1. Gradual, primarily -the physi-

20-50

cally handicapped.

2. Microminature 2.,Individuals
attain superbatteries and
'motors.
,
human (physical)
abilities.

3: Computerbrain link-

1. Productive life of
individuals increased.

j. Notinherited.

2. Artificial intelligence pay complement,

2.

5-!..3.0

(100%)

-bionics.

3.

20-70
(80%)

age.
If

TABLE

,Inteyention

Technology.

k

DNA RecoMirination

i

(continUed)

Technologies

Linkage to
Other Technologies

Breakthrough
Points

ftpet.ted

1.'Elimination
of genetic

1 ...Rapid, changes
cpuld occ# in

Aefectain

Impacts

Time to Breakthrough.
"(Probability)

1. (ThAmicala may be
used to alter. DNA

1.

10-30
(90%)

2. Chemically-aensitive

2.

10-50
(90%)

%one generitiog.

..'"offspring.

2. Creation
Superior IffOto

types.

jotdniial,for.

genes maygl,e*.

ii.,sUper-human

developed.

X4its with
'accompanying
problems.

.

MLP genes maY be
alteted.'

4. Genetic planning will
have to-accompany DNA
recombination work.
.

1a

VI. Cfoning-

1.

irth of a
hUMan baby

from*single

Gradual", clon-

ing should not
be widespread.

1. Must be linked to
genetic _planning for
control.

---4,buman cell.

2. Political uSe
will hive to be
controlled.

2.

DNA recombination
could create superior
clones.

e
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1.

10-30
(957)

cti

(continued)

InterVention

Technology

Breakthrough
Points,

Technologiet

-Expected

Linkage to
Qther Technologies

Impacts

Timpito.Breakthrough
(Probability)
t.

VII. Necro-Clonirig

1., Birth ok a

human baby

. Mass
reinter.
nation.
s

fr,19* dead or

-

Net effect 'would,
be fhdefinate multiple lifespans,

.

50 to never
(26%)

f Ozen huMan

2.,Ricovery of
historic genotypes and extinct species.

1.

2. Advanced cloning

. May be Achieved through

chemidarttamulation.
IF

4. Genetic planning
.essential.
VIII.

wArtificial.Intellt4
gence (AI)

1. A machine.

that can pass
the. Turtng

;Revolution 1n
dedision-makihg.

1. Intelligent mechinims
clouldignhance bionics.

test.

2. Rumen rtsponsi- 2. Genetic.planning enbility altered.
trusted to AI.
Age of AqUarius
.attained.

1. AI may contact extraterrestrials.

19

30 to never
.

(50%)

TABLE 1

(ccnitinued)

I4arvention Technologies

Breakthrough
Technology
IX..

Extraterrestrial
,Icomminication.

.

,

Points
1.

Message
-from.aliens
received,

s

Expectecl

_Impacts:

a
Linkage to
Othr Technoloities

Time to Breakthrough
.(PrObability)

Immediate trans

1. Prolonged lifeorm4iOn 61...u.a.-^
would enhance
knoWn nature.
changes.

30-150
(90%)

a
2.

Close encoun
ter.

2. Artificial intelli 2.
gence more suited

1000

to contact..

v,
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Questions to 1;e Addressed
L.

It

s

impprtant that -we decide.now whether or not an intellectual

transformation is possible and/or'desirabl

If an intellectual transforms-

.

,

tion is desirable, is it pdssile for us to use education to flasten its coming?
711- so, what strategies and tactics should we employ?

A number of strategies and tactics tor education are now b ing employed.4

in 'our societal paradigm.

These approaches need to be evaluated and recon-

sidered if the educational institution is to play a rote in the transformation
process.

Strategiis
Back to basics
Deschooling society
Tracking and specialized training
Career education
Behavior modification
Tactics

Biligual *cation
Busing for racial. equality
Metric education
Women's equqy education
Energy education
Environmental education
Computer-assisted instruction
Learning by objectives
Science education
Technical education
Art education

-

23
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